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Abstract

In the past few years, Transformer based models have shown excellent performance across a variety of tasks and domains.

However, the black-box nature of these models, along with their high computing and manual annotation costs have limited

adoption of these models. In this paper, we employ a weak-supervision-based approach to alleviate these concerns. We build

and compare models for financial claim detection task using sentences with numerical information in analyst reports for more

than 1500 public companies in the United States from 2017 to 2020. The proposed aggregation function for the weak-supervision

model outperforms existing aggregation functions. In addition to standard performance metrics, we provide cost-value analysis

of human-annotation and weak-supervision labeling along with estimates of the carbon footprint of our models. We also analyze

the performance of our claim detection models across various industry sectors given the considerable variation in numerical

financial claims across industries. Our work highlights the potential of weak supervision models for research at the intersection

of Finance and Data Engineering.
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Abstract—In the past few years, Transformer based models have shown excellent performance across a variety of tasks and domains.
However, the black-box nature of these models, along with their high computing and manual annotation costs have limited adoption of
these models. In this paper, we employ a weak-supervision-based approach to alleviate these concerns. We build and compare
models for financial claim detection task using sentences with numerical information in analyst reports for more than 1500 public
companies in the United States from 2017 to 2020. The proposed aggregation function for the weak-supervision model outperforms
existing aggregation functions. In addition to standard performance metrics, we provide cost-value analysis of human-annotation and
weak-supervision labeling along with estimates of the carbon footprint of our models. We also analyze the performance of our claim
detection models across various industry sectors given the considerable variation in numerical financial claims across industries. Our
work highlights the potential of weak supervision models for research at the intersection of Finance and Data Engineering.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The surge in machine learning and its applications has
opened up a new arena of possibilities in diverse fields rang-
ing from image recognition, natural language processing
to finance [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. However, a major challenge
for building or training predictive models is the scarcity
of labelled data [6], [7]. Supervised learning often involves
a significant amount of manual labelling of data which
is often not practically feasible for large datasets. In such
scenarios, one can leverage weak supervision based learning
methods [8].

Weak supervision is defined as a machine learning con-
cept which leverages slightly noisy or imprecise models to
label vast amounts of unlabelled data [9], [10]. A crucial
component of this concept is the development of effective
labelling functions by critically analyzing the dataset to
obtain annotations for a given raw dataset algorithmically
[10] instead of manual annotation. Weak supervision learn-
ing is a method that uses limited and imprecise labels in
contrast to accurate labels backed by empirical evidence
[7]. The strength of weak supervision model lies in these
imperfect labels, when combined, producing reliable pre-
dictive models [6], [10]. Moreover, in constrained conditions
and uniform noise situation, weak supervision is found to
be equivalent to supervised learning [11]. The weak labels
needed for classification can be obtained by introducing
an external knowledge base, predefined patterns or crowd-
sourcing [12]. Hence, this serves as a huge improvement in
terms of efficiency of producing labelled data.

There has been very limited work reported in the context
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TABLE 1
Example of In-claim and Out-of-claim sentences

Label Sentence
In-Claim Operating income is expected between $2.1 bil-

lion and $3.6 billion
Out-of-Claim Revenues climbed 48.6% year over year to $5.44

billion primarily driven by expanding customer
base.

of the classification of financial text as ‘in-claim’ or ‘out-
of-claim’ when it comes to English language specifically
[13]. Financially relevant numeric sentences in the context
of this paper refers to sentences containing both numeric
and financial information. Furthermore in our approach, ‘in-
claim’ text in the financial domain, has been attributed to
sentence which consists of a tangible financial claim (i.e:
sentences consisting of a financial word and a numeric
value coupled with a currency or percentage symbol). All
sentences which are not classified under the hood of ‘in-
claim’ text are referred to as ‘out-of-claim’. Table 1 illustrates
instances from both classes in reference to the aforemen-
tioned definitions. We provide details about data in section
3.

Finance literature, for example, [14] has documented that
there is a significant stock market reaction to analysts’ rec-
ommendations (ratings). However, analyst ratings can be bi-
ased [15], [16], [17]. Therefore it is important to understand
whether the ratings are backed by strong numerical financial
claims in the analyst’s report. To evaluate the ratings reliabil-
ity, the extraction of numerical financial claims is a necessary
task. Further the sentences with a claim have a higher
density of forward-looking information. Related, extraction
of numerical ESG claims from earnings call transcripts, can
help better understand whether companies do walk the
talk on their environment and social responsibility claims
[4]. The importance of mentioned examples necessitates the
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numerical claim detection task in the Finance domain.
The aim of our proposed methodology is to derive fi-

nancially significant information from the quarterly analyst
reports (in English) by categorizing each numerical sen-
tence into in-claim or out-of-claim. Our major contributions
through this paper are following:

• Present the numerical claim detection task using a
robust labelled dataset (in English) that can be of
immense use in the domain of finance for claim-
based analysis. We intend to make trained models
and code publicly available through GitHub under
CC-BY 4.0 license.

• Propose a Weak-supervision based whitebox model
to label and categorize the data in contrast to neural-
network based blackbox models which could poten-
tially help us understand and evaluate risk in a more
holistic sense.

• Provide quantitative comparison of the claim-
detection accuracy for various sectors.

• Provide comprehensive comparative analysis to un-
derstand the potential of the Weak-supervision
model by comparing it with the pre-trained language
model (BERT model developed by [18] under Apache
License 2.0).

• Highlight the advantages of weak-supervision
framework under budget constrained setting, by
training and evaluating BERT models on both
human-annotated data and weak-supervision model
generated data to better understand the cost-benefit
of human-annotation. We also provide estimates of
CO2 emission of our models to help researchers
make more carbon conscious decisions.

2 RELATED WORK

Weak-supervision In order to reduce the complexities as-
sociated with manual labelling, several standard techniques
such as semi-supervised learning [19], transfer learning [20],
and active learning [21] had been employed. However,
many researchers and practitioners are employing weak-
supervision based models to further reduce the computa-
tional costs while retaining the accuracy of the labelled data.
Weak-supervision models were primarily developed in a
bid to replace standard labelling techniques with models
which can leverage slightly noisy or imprecise data to
label vast amounts of unlabelled data [9]. Ideally multiple
weak-supervision based techniques are combined together
in order to increase the overall accuracy. Techniques such
as distant supervision [22] and crowd-sourced labels [23]
are often associated with weak supervision based models,
however, they tend to have limited coverage and accuracy
[9]. Labelling functions form a crucial portion of weak
supervision models and typically make use of rule based
heuristics, domain-specific knowledge of the database and
other linguistic constraints to label the data in a more
efficient manner [10]. Developing good labelling functions
for the given data rather than gathering manual labels has
proven to be far more effective than typical annotation
methods [9]. It also allows domain specialists to introduce
their subject matter expertise directly into the system as

well as the ability to change or expand the set of labelling
functions for future initiatives.

Claim Detection The task of identifying arguments from
raw text (natural language text) and deriving useful infor-
mation from it is referred to as argument mining. Recently,
this field has attracted a lot of attention from a diverse
research community [24], [25]. Claims are the conclusions
that emerge after considering evidences provided in the ar-
gument. Hence, claim detection occupies central position in
the task of argument mining. Initial works included mining
claims related to controversial topics from publicly avail-
able data [26], persuasive essays [25], legal documents [27]
and weak-supervision approach to identify claim-sentences
from unstructured data [26], [28].

In the domain of finance, claim detection plays a signif-
icant role in analyzing and predicting the market reaction
around events like earnings call announcements. In claim
based sentences with numerals, authors provide estimate
based on their understanding of the market and provide
significant information for financial decision making as dis-
cussed by [29], [30]. Our methodology involves detecting
numerical financial claims from a large sample of analysts
reports in English Language using weak-supervision model
in contrast to the work done by [31] which provides Nu-
meric Claim detection methodology for a small Chinese
dataset.

NLP and Finance Finance is one of the most attractive
domains for the application of NLP. [32] and [33] presented
pre-trained language models for Finance domain. There
are multiple datasets specifically catered for applications of
NLP in finance including question answering dataset cre-
ated by [34] and [35], and also an NER dataset constructed
by [36] for the financial domain. There is a wide literature
on sentiment analysis task undertaken on financial data [35],
[37], [38], [39].

Works of [40] and [41] were centered around volatility
prediction using earnings call transcripts in the domain of
risk management. In NLP, pre-trained model can be fine-
tuned for a multitude of tasks. [3] used embeddings created
using RoBERTa model for identification of emerging tech-
nologies. [4] create a dictionary of Environmental and Social
(E&S) phrases, while [42] leveraged word-embeddings to
measure the corporate culture. Moreover, multimodal ma-
chine learning was used by [2] and [43] for credit rating pre-
diction and measurement of persuasiveness respectively. [1]
investigated biases in the multimodal analysis of financial
earnings calls. Finally, [44] provide critical analysis of how
corporate disclosure has been reshaped over last couple of
years due to increasing use of NLP in Finance.

3 DATASET

3.1 Construction

Quarterly analyst reports (in English) on a large number of
public firms in the U.S. constitute the raw dataset for our
model. These analysts reports were collected from Zacks
Equity Research and were available to us from Nexis Uni
license1. Before the data is passed on to labelling functions

1. Nexis Uni license doesn’t authorize republication of full or partial
text
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it is standardized in order to maintain consistency for sub-
sequent steps.

The text documents are split into discrete sentences
using multiple regex based rules. We employ Regex based
rules as they typically are significantly faster and produce
similar accuracy as other standard libraries in tokeniz-
ing and splitting data into discrete units. Post completion
numeric sentences containing statistical information (i.e:
sentences consisting of a numeric value coupled with a
currency or percentage symbol) are filtered, in order to
ensure its numerical relevance [13]. The next step in the
pipeline consists of a white-listing technique in order to
retain only those sentences which contain any financially
significant information. We ensure this by cross-verifying
every sentence with a financial dictionary that includes a
comprehensive list of technical terms catering to the finan-
cial market and the corresponding literature. It is formed by
combining word list from [45], [46], [47], [48] and [49] that
accounted for more than 8,200 financially significant terms.
For verification, every word of the input sentence is cross-
referenced with the dictionary and in case none of the words
in the sentence exist in the dictionary then that sentence is
marked irrelevant in this context.

TABLE 2
Size of Dataset

Type # Sentences
Total sentences 8,583,093

Total numeric sentences 2,857,567
Total numeric-financial sentences 2,364,977

We apply multiple filters to remove data that is not
materially relevant for our analysis. Blacklisting helped us
remove 66.7% of total sentences which did not consist of
any numerical information. Further filtering using financial
dictionary helped reduce the data by around 17.2%, pro-
viding us with a financially significant dataset for further
experiments. From Table 2, we can clearly observe that this
two tier filtering method enriched the data by retaining only
27.5% sentences out of the original data.

Table 8 shows that firms in our raw dataset belong
to 12 sectors based on the GSECTOR classification in the
annual fundamental COMPUSTAT database. We find that
the maximum number of reports belong to the Healthcare
sector. However, the largest number of numeric sentences
per file with or without financial information was observed
in the Consumer Staples sector. This necessitates the need
to look at various sectors critically while analyzing claim
based statistics so as to understand sector based variations
and trends. The lowest number of numeric sentences per file
with or without financial information was observed in the
Energy and Healthcare sector signifying the fact that their
reports don’t possess significant claim based information.

3.2 Comparison with Related Datasets
In this section we compare our proposed dataset with
NumClaim [31], an expert-annotated dataset in the Chinese
language. Our dataset of raw analyst reports in English
Language from 1530 major companies over the period of
2017-20 is significantly larger than NumClaim or other asso-
ciated datasets. In addition, unlike NumClaim, we analyze

performance across industries and document sector-wise
trends over time. Our dataset consists of 555x financially
significant numeric sentences and 273x in-claim sentences
as compared to data in NumClaim.

TABLE 3
Comparison of our dataset with NumClaim dataset

Dataset Proposed NumClaim
Language English Chinese
Year 2017-20 NA
Sector information Yes No
# Stocks 1530 NA
# Files 87,536 NA
# Words 167,301,873 42,594
# Numeric Sentences 2,857,567 5,144
# In-Claim Sentences 336,252 1,233
# Out-Claim Sentences 2,028,722 3,921

3.3 Sampling of Dataset for Experiments

From the complete raw dataset of 87,536 files we sampled
data catering to our requirements for multiple experiments
in the following manner.

Data for Gold Label: For our experiments, we need
to manually label sentences to form a benchmark for the
model evaluation. For this purpose, a validation dataset was
sampled from the complete dataset. The sampled dataset
consisted of 96 files consisting of two files per sector per
year, accounting for about 2,626 unique sentences. This set
was manually annotated and assigned ‘in-claim’ or ‘out-
claim’ labels by two of the authors with a basic background
in finance and domain specific knowledge gained from
examples supplied by a financial expert co-author. The
labels were then cross-checked by a co-author with financial
domain knowledge to ensure they were in compliance with
the definition. Here on, this complete set of labels (2,680
sentences) is considered to be the Gold labels.

Data for Weak Labels: In our experiments, pertaining to
BERT model, we make use of the labelled dataset generated
from our weak-supervision model. For these tasks, we need
a dataset that is a reflection of both time series and the
sector wise representation of the complete dataset. So, we
randomly chose 50% of the unique stocks from each sector
to maintain the true composition of the dataset. From those
unique stocks, we selected one file per stock per year. From
each file, we considered an equal number of in-claim and
out-of-claim sentences labelled using the weak-supervision
model. This was done to ensure that the data sampled is
balanced in terms of in-claim and out-of-claim entries. From
this sampling technique, we obtained 19,780 sentences.

4 MODELS

In this section, we provide details of the two models we
have used. Initially, we propose a Weak-Supervision based
model followed by the description of the pre-trained BERT
model used for comparative analysis. We use BERT-base
model to better understand the accuracy of our Weak-
Supervision model as BERT can serve as a good representa-
tive of modern Transformer based models.
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TABLE 4
Labelling Functions used in weak-supervision model. SpaCy Lemmatizer has been used for the labelling functions involving lemmatized word

matching.

Used to detect Output Type Labels
High Confidence out-of-claim

(Past Tense or Assertions)
-1/0 Phrase Matching reasons to buy:, reasons to sell:, was, were, declares quar-

terly dividend, last earnings report, recorded
Low Confidence in-claim 1/0 Phrase Matching earnings guidance to, touted to, entitle to
High Confidence in-claim 2/0 Lemmatized Word

matching
expect, anticipate, predict, forecast, envision, contemplate

High Confidence in-claim 2/0 POS Tag for “project” VBN, VB, VBD, VBG, VBP, VBZ
High Confidence in-claim 2/0 Phrase Matching to be, likely to, on track to, intends to, aims to, to incur,

pegged at

4.1 Weak-Supervision Model
For implementing a weak-supervision model we use the
Snorkel library [7], leveraging its inherent pipeline structure
for generating labels for each data segment and then passing
the outputs through the curated aggregation function.

Labelling functions used in our model include simple
rule-based pattern matching combined with POS tag con-
straints for some phrases. We create seventeen labelling
functions for the categorization of results and also made
use of multiple other labelling functions to segregate the
sentences representing assertions or written in the past
tense. These labelling functions are listed in Table 4.

TABLE 5
Description of output from each labelling function

Output Implication
-1 Out-of-claim sentence
0 Abstain
1 Low confidence while making claim
2 High confidence while making claim

The output of the labelling functions needs to be aggre-
gated to decide the final label of the sentence. Unlike other
models, we use independent and weighted labelling func-
tions with the weights based on the level of confidence in the
claim. We have considered two levels of in-claim sentences
forming in total four types of return values as listed in Table
5. In the final results, both levels have been considered for
in-claim sentences. This fine grained categorization helps
us understand the results better and opens room for future
fine-tuning of the models. For our model, each labelling
function classifies a sentence independently, and hence we
consider the ‘max’ as our aggregating function as shown
below:

label (xi) =


1, max(lf1(xi), ...lfn(xi)) > 0;
∀lfj(xi) ≥ 0

0, otherwise

where, xi = ith sentence
lfj(x) = jth labelling function
label(xi) = label of ith sentence

Figure 1, shows how the accuracy of the model changes
depending on the number of labelling functions. For this
plot, we initially computed the contribution of each labelling
function (Table 4, High confidence and Low Confidence in-
claim) towards detection of in-claim sentences and then con-
sidered addition of new labelling function at each step to en-

sure steepest ascent to saturation. At each step, in addition
to one new labelling function, all labelling functions present
in Table 4 for Past Tense and Assertions, were also used.
They either abstain or classify sentences as out-of-claim and
help improve the classification of out-of-claim sentences.
From the plot, we can notice that after around thirteen
labelling functions, addition of new labelling functions does
not produce any change in the accuracy. In fact, increasing
labelling functions thereafter leads to a minor decrease in
accuracy suggesting that we can effectively capture the
required trends for classification in this setting with thirteen
labeling functions.

Fig. 1. Overall Accuracy v/s Number of labelling functions

TABLE 6
Three different training data used to train BERT model

Model Gold label Weak label
Train Validate Test Train

BERT-G 2,140 270 270 -
BERT-W - 270 270 19,780

BERT-WG 2,140 270 270 19,780

4.2 BERT

For our experiments we have made use of the bert-base-
uncased model [18]. In order to perform a comprehensive
comparative analysis, between our Weak Supervision Model
and BERT, we divided the experiments into three major
categories:

BERT-G: The data with gold labels(as described in Sec-
tion 3.3) was split into train-test-validation in an 80-10-10
ratio. Through this experiment, we compare the perfor-
mance of the weak-supervision approach and BERT keeping
training, validation, and testing data same.
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TABLE 7
Performance of WS model on gold labels

Metric Value
Accuracy 93.36
Precision 93.21
Recall 93.36
F1-score 93.08
MCC 77.16

BERT-W: For this experiment, we used weak label
data(as mentioned in Section 3.3) for training while valida-
tion and testing data remained the same as the correspond-
ing data in BERT-G. Through this experiment, we compare
the impact of changing the source of training data.

BERT-WG: Here, we merge the training data from BERT-
G and BERT-W keeping validation and testing data same
as in previous cases. Through this experiment, we observe
whether manually labelling a small dataset and using it for
training would produce a significant improvement in the
performance of the model.

We have fine-tuned the BERT model for a maximum
sequence length of 128 tokens. The model was trained for
five epochs using a learning rate of 2∗10−5 and a batch size
of 16. This was kept consistent across all the experiments in
this section.

5 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we present the results obtained using the
above models and provide a detailed analysis of the out-
comes.

5.1 Weak-supervision Model
Manually Labelled Dataset: The performance metrics in Ta-
ble 7, highlight how well our Weak-Supervision(WS) based
model performs when compared with Manually Annotated
Data.

In order to understand the statistical significance of
accuracy, 10 files were randomly sampled and their accu-
racy and precision values were calculated to verify if the
methodology saturates with optimal metrics. We found that
for N=10 and 100 iterations the 95% confidence interval
for accuracy was found to be : (0.9295, 0.9382) whereas for
precision it was found to be : (0.9286, 0.9374). On an average
5.2396 in-claim sentences per file with a standard deviation
of 5.1127 are found with respect to all the labelled files. The
significantly high value of standard deviation across varied
sectors represents the importance of sector based analysis to
understand trends for the same.

Sector wise analysis: Table 8 highlights that of all the
aforementioned sectors, the Consumer Staples sector has
the highest average number of Numeric as well as FinNum
sentences.

Industry sectors differ on the level of information disclo-
sure, regulatory scrutiny, and uncertainty about the future.
Table 9 further reveals that the Financials followed by the
Consumer Staples sector have the highest average number
of in-claim sentences per file. We also observe the Consumer
Staples followed by the Information Technology sector to
have the highest average % of in-claim sentences per file.

On the contrary, the Energy, Health Care as well as the Real
Estate sectors tend to have a lower number of sentences
across all the aforementioned categories as can be seen from
Table 8 and Table 9. The later sectors tend to make more
assertions rather than claims as a general trend.

We observe an average overlap value of 71.96% consid-
ering only in-claim sentences and 97.92% for out-of-claim
sentences. This highlights the fact that the current weak-
supervision model performs much better at classifying out-
of-claim labels as compared to in-claim labels for most
sectors.

Among in-claim labels we obtain the worst performance
among the Utility sector. This is perhaps on account of
their tendency to represent existing facts and information
through a sentence structure which closely resembles the
sentence structure of claims.

Robustness Check: From the data engineering perspec-
tive, there can be a concern about the model design and
gold data construction as authors who designed the weak-
supervision model have annotated the data. This can lead
to exaggerated performance on the data, which makes the
test set tainted to some extent. To ensure that there is no
bias in our model based on the dataset and it is generaliz-
able, we get the test dataset annotated separately by four
annotators with a master’s degree in Quantitative Finance.
These annotators had no information about rules/patterns
used in our weak-supervision model. Each data point in test
dataset is annotated by two annotators, and we drop the
observations where there is a disagreement among annota-
tors. The test accuracies of the weak-supervision model on
a dataset annotated by non-authors for five different seeds
are reported in Table 10. We also recalculate the the accuracy
of model on the author annotated dataset after dropping
observations dropped in a non-author annotated dataset.
The model gives higher accuracy on data points where
there is an agreement (match) in author and non-author
annotated datasets. Overall Table 10 shows the robustness of
our model on a dataset annotated by annotators without any
knowledge of rules used in the weak-supervision model.
From here onwards, the performance is always calculated
on a gold dataset created by authors.

Baseline Aggregation Functions: We consider major-
ity vote and Snorkel’s aggregation function [7] as base-
line aggregation functions for comparative analysis. The
accuracy of baseline aggregation functions along with our
aggregation function is reported in Table 11. For all three
models, labeling functions are used and they only differ in
the aggregation part. The result highlights the importance
of the construction of a customised aggregation function
for a weak-supervision model where a small set of labeling
functions are complete and less noisy.

5.2 BERT

As discussed in Section 4.2, we perform three major ex-
periments using the BERT base model. We execute the
experiments by taking five different seeds and the average
accuracy is listed in Table 12. Accuracy for five different
seeds are listed in the supplemental material. From Table
12, we can comment upon the results of the targeted exper-
iments listed in Section 4.2.
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TABLE 8
Sector wise average data of key metrics via Weak-Supervision Model. Here ”Numeric”, ”FinNum” and ”In-claim” columns represent the average
number of sentences per file for the respective category via Weak Supervision Models for the entire dataset. % In-claim is the ratio of In-claim

sentences and Financially significant information (FinNum)

Sector Companies Numeric FinNum In-claim % of In-claim
Miscellaneous 116 28.19 23.6 3.01 11.39

Energy 112 25.62 21.78 2.24 9.74
Materials 82 32.78 27.75 3.82 13.25

Industrials 193 35.12 28.77 4.01 13.005
Consumer Discretionary 193 32.34 27.36 4.55 15.51

Consumer Staples 65 37.89 32.97 5.41 15.85
Health Care 241 25.83 20.36 2.97 13.33
Financials 164 35.48 30.77 2.93 8.78

Information Technology 208 30.48 24.72 3.82 15.17
Communication Services 61 34.42 26.79 2.72 10.09

Utilities 51 28.66 23.34 3.35 13.95
Real Estate 44 29.04 24.62 2.73 10.23

TABLE 9
Sector wise data for In-claim statistics and overlap with gold labels. Here ”Avg. In-claim” column represent the average number of in-claim
sentences per file for the respective sector via data present in the Gold Labels. % In-claim is the ratio of In-claim sentences and Financially

significant information (FinNum) for the same. In-claim and out-of-claim overlap represents the ratio of the correct predicted claims to the actual
number of true claims obtained from the actual labels for both classes of claims individually.

Sector Avg. In-claim % In-claim In-claim overlap Out-of-claim overlap
Miscellaneous 2.75 12.86 0.81 0.97

Energy 2.25 8.85 0.63 0.96
Materials 3.875 13.30 0.61 0.97

Industrials 4.375 14.81 0.7 0.97
Consumer Discretionary 4.875 14.56 0.81 0.98

Consumer Staples 6.125 17.98 0.85 0.99
Health Care 3.125 14.30 0.64 0.95
Financials 8.25 16.89 0.72 0.995

Information Technology 4.875 17.04 0.84 0.994
Communication Services 4.5 13.55 0.67 0.98

Utilities 3.25 11.10 0.58 0.97
Real Estate 2.625 13.02 0.73 0.986

TABLE 10
Accuracy analysis of our model on dataset annotated by non-author

annotators.

Seed Author Annotated Non-author Annotated Matching
42 0.9403 0.9104 0.9560
149 0.9508 0.9432 0.9682
1729 0.9022 0.9098 0.9390
13832 0.9655 0.9693 0.9841
110656 0.9326 0.9251 0.9490
Avg. 0.9382 0.9314 0.9594

TABLE 11
Accuracy analysis of our aggregation function with baseline

aggregation functions.

Seed Our Majority Vote Snorkel’s Label Model
42 0.9404 0.6988 0.6951
149 0.9479 0.6840 0.6840
1729 0.8996 0.5985 0.6059
13832 0.9553 0.6394 0.6356
110656 0.9330 0.6431 0.6431
Avg. 0.9353 0.6468 0.6475

1) We can say that on an average our weak supervision
model(WS) produces good results with an overall
accuracy of 93%. BERT-G model produces better
results in comparison to weak-supervision model
but the time taken for BERT model to train in each
case is considerable whereas there is no concept

of training time per se when it come to weak-
supervision model.

2) BERT-G and BERT-W are different in terms of the
training data. For BERT-W, we use weak labels and
we can observe that accuracy decreases which is due
to the noisy nature of the labels in comparison to the
gold labels used in BERT-G. However, the accuracy
is comparable to the standalone weak-supervision
model, and hence establishes the fact that complex
models such as BERT tend to identify the trends
similar to the ones employed in labelling functions
used in WS.

3) For BERT-WG we observe that after combining the
training data from BERT-G and BERT-W the accu-
racy of the model improved negligibly in compari-
son to BERT-W. This shows that enhancing training
data by addition of Gold Labels(manually anno-
tated data), did not contribute significantly towards
increasing the performance suggesting that training
data for BERT-W was sufficient to capture the trends
present in the Gold Labelled data.

We can say from the overall results that the dataset
produced using the weak-supervision model is robust from
an application point of view and is a highly viable solu-
tion in resource constrained environment. The fact that our
model has almost comparable accuracy values to BERT-W
and BERT-WG, adds to its credibility.
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TABLE 12
Cost analysis of all models (All Cost calculations are in USD). Here ”Gold Labels” refers to the fraction of the net gold labels used during

training.”Weak Labels” refers to the fraction of labels generated from Weak-Supervision Model, used during training. WS model was used to label
complete dataset but the ”Annotation Cost” and ”Annotation Time” here are considered for 0.011% of the complete dataset, to facilitate a fair

comparison with BERT models.

Model Gold
Labels

Weak
Labels

Training
Time

Annotation
Time

Training
Cost

Annotation
Cost

Net Cost CO2e Accuracy

WS NA NA NA 9 s 0 0.0002 0.0002 0.01g 0.9350
BERT-W NA 0.83% 1.236 hrs 21.8 s 1.126 0.005 1.131 242.75g 0.9338
BERT-G 80% NA 0.2 hrs 11.2 s 244.98 0.0028 244.983 39.69g 0.9539

BERT-WG 80% 0.83% 1.416 hrs 27.8 s 246.08 0.007 246.087 278.34g 0.9360

5.3 Comparative Analysis of BERT and Weak Supervi-
sion Models

This section attempts to give a comparative analysis of the
weak supervision and BERT models on the basis of their
standardized costs, carbon footprint, and accuracy. All com-
putational costs are derived with respect to standard rates
for Virtual Machines on the Microsoft Azure Cloud Platform
as of January 2022, whereas the labour cost for annotation is
based on the average hourly wage for a Graduate Research
Assistant. The hourly rate for manual annotation of the
dataset is 30 USD/hr whereas the computational cost for
a CPU (B2ms instance) is 0.0832 USD/hr and that of a GPU
(NC6 instance) is 0.9 USD/hr. Weak supervision models
make use of the CPU instance whereas all BERT models
employ the GPU instances. Carbon footprint calculator de-
veloped by [50] is used for calculation of CO2 emission.

Cost calculations for all the models mentioned in Table
12 considers all the discrete components required for train-
ing and annotation, scaled with respect to the fraction of the
data which is actually being used, in accordance with Table
6.
As can be seen from Table 12, a major chunk of the training
costs among BERT-G and BERT-WG involves the manual
annotation of the dataset. Weak Supervision Models require
the least amount of cost involved to label the entire dataset,
followed by the BERT-W model. BERT-G and BERT-WG
involve a significantly higher amount of cost owing to
the massive costs and efforts of manual annotation. These
observations showcase the extreme efficiency of weak-
supervision based models especially in budget constrained
environments, and the trade-off involved as we move to
higher levels of accuracy. Table 12 also highlights the advan-
tage of weak-supervision based models in carbon conscious
setting.

6 CONCLUSION

Our work presents the first ever claim based labelled
dataset in English language alongside presenting a weak-
supervision model with a standalone accuracy of 93%. De-
veloped customised aggregation function outperforms base-
line aggregation functions. The variation among accuracy
parameters as well as the descriptive statistics highlights
the importance of considering sector information while per-
forming claim based analysis. We also provide a cost-value
analysis of weak-supervision based annotation compared to
human annotation revealing that our model can serve as
an ideal replacement for black-box models in resource con-
strained environment. We find that the weak-supervision

model (WS) is the most environment friendly option. Below
we list some extensions that we believe will add value in
future work:

• Include sector wise information while training mod-
els and generating labelling functions in order to
analyze the influence of sector on the prediction of
claims and improve the performance of standalone
in-claim predictions.

• Analysis of market reaction (cumulative abnormal
return and surprise in earnings) on report release
date and earning announcement date based on num-
ber of FinNum sentences with claim. One can also
look at heterogeneity in reaction by sector. The mea-
sure generated can be useful in better predicting the
volatility of the stocks.

• Comparative analysis of Pre-trained language mod-
els (PLMs) can be done for the numerical claim
detection task.
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APPENDIX A
EXPERIMENTS OVER MULTIPLE SEEDS

The test accuracy of weak-supervision model and all three
variants of BERT for five different seeds are listed in Table
1.

TABLE 1
Accuracy analysis of our model and three BERT models

Seed WS BERT-G BERT-W BERT-WG
42 0.9404 0.9442 0.9368 0.9442
149 0.9479 0.9591 0.9480 0.9554
1729 0.8996 0.9294 0.8959 0.8922
13832 0.9553 0.9628 0.9480 0.9480
110656 0.9330 0.9740 0.9405 0.9405
Avg. 0.9353 0.9539 0.9338 0.9360

APPENDIX B
FLOWCHART OF OUR METHODOLOGY

Figure 1 gives an overview of the steps involved in the com-
plete pipeline. There are two main steps through which the
raw data is passed in order to generate enriched dataset for
input to our weak-supervision model. The labelled datasets
generated from weak-supervision model and manual anno-
tation are then comprehensively analysed.

APPENDIX C
LABELLING FUNCTIONS METHODOLOGY

The following illustrates the methodology adopted by us
while choosing the rules to define the weak-supervision
mode. All rules were acknowledged post detailed analysis
of sample documents distributed over sector and time :

1) Phrases often provided definitive information about
a given sentence in a document and in most cases
they had a fairly consistent linguistic composition.
It was exploited to both identify out-of-claim and
in-claim sentences.

2) Certain phrases such as ”reasons to buy”, ”reasons
to sell” or the presence of words which are in-
dicative of past tense such as ”was”, ”were” are
characteristic of out-of-claim sentences, since they
indicated either facts or events which happened in
the past.

3) The alternate adoption of phrase matching was to
identify in-claim sentences. This mostly consisted
of a verb form indicative of a probabilistic event
(eg: likely, intends) coupled with preposition (usu-
ally ”to” or ”at”). Based on the ambiguity of the
resulting phrase they were either categorised as a
high-confidence claim or a low-confidence one.

4) In a bid to capture the effect of a few other verb
forms indicative of a probabilistic event, we also
chose to look at its lemmatized form to reduce
inflectional usage and use the base token for a more
holistic evaluation over multiple usage formats.

5) POS tags were also derived for ”project” as a word
wherever present. This was done to segregate its
usage as a verb. Its usage as a verb was usually
observed to be adopted while making claims or
predictions.
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Fig. 1. Flowchart for complete methodology


